download them digitally when possible. 1 Pearson is now investing over $900 million a year in order to transition to digital versions of course materials. While scholars of narrative depend primarily on non-textbook sources, our students now expect digital versions of assigned essays rather than printed course readers, but as yet, many scholarly essays, especially those in books, are not published primarily online.
What are the implications of this moment for humanists? Phil Pochoda, former director of the University of Michigan Press, has observed that the 'print-based publishing order is in its final throes of dissolution, having suffered the combined blows of withdrawal of external funding. . . ; drastically declining demand from libraries and scholarly customers; and, most importantly, the digital revolution, which challenges every aspect and assumption of the legacy publishing process. ' 2 Although a proclamation of print's dissolution may be premature, the humanities now confront a developing system that is 'inherently unstable and shape-shifting. . . potentially anarchic and boundless, and unimaginably rich in future publishing opportunities,' as Sidonie Smith observes in her recent Manifesto for the Humanities. This digital turn in publishing led to many changes in academic publishing and arguably will shift practices in scholarly writing. One question salient at this moment concerned me in a recent co-authored venture: What is involved in publishing an open access version of one's own prior scholarly work? (Here, I mean for those of us of a certain age who have published essays in traditional print venues and not exclusively in online journals.) What I learned about this process over the past three years was surprising and complex enough that it seems worth describing in detail.
While my co-author, Sidonie Smith, and I are best known for five edited essay collections and two editions of a book called Reading Autobiography: A Guide to Interpreting Life Narrative, 4 which continues to be used and cited (gratifyingly, as one rides into the academic sunset), we also collaboratively published three substantive essays, as well as lengthy introductions to our edited volumes. Solo, of course, each of us published essays for journals, large and small, on life writing. But, given the current trend of doing research online and posting essays there for course syllabi, we feared that much of our work other than Reading Autobiography would likely be consigned to the academic trash heap of analogue scholarship.
There are reasons to resist becoming an anachronism. In a field such as autobiography studies that, like narrative and other interdisciplinary studies, largely developed over the last four decades, much scholarship has focused on defining the canon, specifying conceptual terms, and developing theoretical frameworks. In life writing studies, for example, issues of genre have been hotly disputed: Some assume 'autobiography' is one genre, while Sidonie and I, in order to indicate the fluidity and protean status of the field, have defined sixty genres and noted a history of neologisms such as 'autogynography,' 'autobiographics,' 'autographics,' 'otobiography,' and many others in various media. And yet, sometimes new scholars write as if they have just discovered new features of life writing -after decades of debates on such topics buried in small journals and volumes -by proposing, for example, neologisms for 'autobiography. ' So, we thought, there are reasons to put together a reader of our past essay-length work. Doing so would both enable easy access to our past scholarship and protect something that, in optimistic moments, we liked to think of as our 'legacy,' or at least a bid for an afterlife. We were clear that publishing a collection of previous work would not be about earning royalties -which is, in any case, never the main motivation for humanities publishing. Rather, assembling a collection would be a way to keep our work in circulation, along with that of the many other writers and critics whose theories and analyses we reference. Above all, such a collection would respond to the requests we get from both seasoned and emergent scholars around the world seeking copies of our previous essays because their libraries do not have substantial resources or online databases. Such requests have come from a wide range of countriesfrom Poland and Hungary, Turkey, Kenya, India, and Brazil -in the new world of global scholarship. Above all, making our work more widely and freely available seemed like a commitment to educational justice. In what follows I describe how we made a reader of our work available in the three formats of print on demand, eBook, and open access online.
republishing options in open access There are three universities in the United States that currently reissue the published work of their selected senior faculty members in open access formats: Emory University, Indiana University, and the University of Michigan, where, happily, my co-author, Sidonie Smith, is a distinguished faculty member. Its publishing services include Maize Books as part of its library system. When Maize offered us the opportunity to publish an open access reader of past work, rather cavalierly we thought, how hard could that be? The essays have already been published, and all we have to do is gather and reformat them. As one might guess, the road to hell is paved with such surmises.
We undertook the project about three years ago, optimistically thinking we could do it in a year, but only submitted final copy in December 2016. Three months after we finished proofing the manuscript, however, our big fat reader Life Writing in the Long Run, consisting of twenty-two essays (two of them new) at nearly 750 pages, was published and is now circulating in all three formats. 5 This fast turnaround is an attractive aspect of online publishing. But there are also significant challenges.
Let me begin with a few words about the press that issued this invitation. Maize Books is an imprint of Michigan Publishing that serves the publishing needs of the University of Michigan community by making high-quality scholarship widely available in print and online. As a venture of the University of Michigan Library, it represents a new model of American academic publication for authors to share their work within and beyond the academy with streamlined selection, production, and distribution processes that publish books rapidly. The process is admittedly select: Maize, which is part of the University of Michigan Library system and in part underwritten by it, invites proposals from senior authors (restricted to University of Michigan faculty) in a range of disciplinary areas, reviews them internally, solicits comments (but not full peer review) from Michigan faculty members, and selects which projects to publish under its imprint. 6 Maize publications include festschrifts celebrating the lifetime achievement of retiring faculty, essay collections, and monographic analyses. Maize is thus an alternative to more traditional modes of academic publishing that offer multifaceted publication processes with full editorial and marketing support but that typically involve at least two stages of refereeing, two years for the proposal and editing process, and now usually issue a print run of 200 to 300 copies.
Maize Books, as a local example of experiments in the new ecology of scholarly communication, 7 licenses published work through Creative Commons, a non-profit organization supporting the Internet commons.
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Creative Commons licenses allow scholars to retain copyright to their work and decide where and how to 'make it accessible to others for copying, distribution, attribution, and reuse. ' 9 Interestingly, as yet, there is no evidence that offering books in open access cuts into the number of print books sold; rather it increases opportunities to reach readers globally.
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But in order to republish work for open access with a Creative Commons license, authors need to anticipate several challenges, which the rest of this essay describes. These include preparing a manuscript of previously edited and published work, navigating a publishing process in which authors shoulder many of the publishing responsibilities, and circulating information about a new book to multiple audiences in multiple formats and digitally tracking its reception.
preparing the book

Conversion to Editable Files
To prepare formerly published work for inclusion in a new volume, it is necessary to scan the essays from the book or print journal in which they were originally published. Annoyingly, the scan comes up in closed formats, often a PDF file. Converting scanned PDFs to manipulable formats such as Word is a surprisingly arduous process requiring real grunt work, which we did ourselves with the assistance of graduate assistants. Although some programs are now available that promise to convert documents from PDF to Word without a problem, in our case nothing was flawless.
Conversion introduced new errors that needed correcting, and these were often microscopic -broken or changed single letters or changes to punctuation. Formatting codes were also lost and such elements as the levels of heads had to be redefined. To our vexation, the correction of such minutiae was neither a mechanical nor a rapid process. Although Sidonie employs highly competent graduate assistants, their expertise was not sufficient to catch many of these errors. After dozens of hours of research help, we ourselves turned to proofing this content, which I describe further under 'Copy-Editing and Proofing.'
Permission to Reprint Previously Published Work
Obtaining permission to republish our previous work, although an expected aspect of the process, was considerably more difficult and timeconsuming than we had anticipated. I was naïve enough to think that in some sense I 'owned' my essays -although I knew we did not hold copyright to past essays, as is typical for humanists in the United States -but no. We discovered that while publishers usually allow a reprint of previously published essays for print and eBook formats, open access permission is trickier. The three American academic presses with which we had published collections agreed to let us republish our five book introductions in all three formats, although one of them initially requested a four-figure payment because our introduction was in a book that, although nineteen years old, continues to sell well. (The publisher's concern was that the option for readers to read it online for free would undercut its future sales.) After some friendly negotiation with the press, we arrived at a fee of only a few hundred dollars, which seemed reasonable. For a recent essay about digital life writing, 'Virtually Me, ' 11 we had prevailed in retaining copyright, so we were able to include it without additional charge.
Our experience with getting permission for essays in journals published by publishing houses in Germany and Holland was similarly friendly. In other cases, however, the situation was quite different. International publishing houses based in the United Kingdom -such as Taylor & Francis (of which Routledge is part) and Wiley-Blackwell -have bought up the rights to many small journals. Although they had no initial investment, they receive a return on their investment -and more -by charging substantial fees to access essays online that are owned by their journals. Many small journals have welcomed sponsorship by these corporate publishing houses because the arrangement offers them funding and sometimes copy-editing support and because the profits gained from charging users for online access to articles are shared with the journals.
These British-based corporate publishers typically require fees for exclusive online access to articles in the journals they own. It is important to understand that this arrangement is retroactive, meaning it applies to all articles previously published in the journals. Although academic libraries may subscribe for an annual fee, through the portal OpenAthens 15 After the essay is published, it is the property of Taylor & Francis, and open access may no longer be purchased. Not having, in retirement, a research fund, I did not pay this fee; consequently, any future online reader who does not have access to an institutional subscription will currently have to pay $42 to read it or pay $152 for unlimited one-month access to the journal.
The current Taylor & Francis policy appears magnanimous. According to its website, an author may share the original manuscript (often called a 'preprint'). . . . If you do decide to post it anywhere, including on a scholarly collaboration network, we would recommend you use an amended version of the wording below to encourage usage and citation of your final, published article (the Version of Record). . . . To encourage citation of your work (and be able to monitor and understand who is reading it using article metrics), we recommend that you insert a link from your posted AM to the published article on Taylor Thus, the PDF Version of Record cannot be shared unless the author pays the open access fee in advance or each user pays the access fee on the website for one-time use. Even authors contributing to a journal cannot access the other articles in that issue without paying an access fee.
As Sidonie Smith observes, most article processing charges are paid through grant funds for science researchers and others with funding through professional groups. 17 But faculty in the humanities do not have access to such largesse, and universities have not generally signalled an interest in underwriting essay publication in journals for the humanities, a culture that, in any case, privileges the book.
When we sought to negotiate a fee with Taylor & Francis for the open access republication of our earlier essays (some published ten to twentyfive years ago), it proved impossible to make an arrangement, even in the four-figure range, although our inquiries went up the corporate ladder. We had to settle on cutting back the number of essays owned by them in our collection to three; for these, the full text was allowed in print-on-demand and eBook versions only. In the online open access version, we provided just the abstract for each with a link to the Taylor & Francis website, where readers will have to pay a $42 fee to read each essay. This was a discouraging development and one that would have scuttled our project if the majority of our essays had been in journals now owned by for-profit publishers.
The pay-to-publish economy in the humanities does not stop there, as a similar experience with Oxford University Press revealed. Oxford, although thought of as a non-profit academic press, is in many ways a for-profit press. Sidonie had published an essay in American Literary History about the uses of autobiographical genres in Hillary Rodham Clinton's memoir Living History. 18 Although she had wanted to keep copyright to the essay when it was published, she passed upon discovering that the cost would be $2000. As it seemed, in early 2016, a good bet to include an essay on Hillary Clinton's public selves, we requested permission for open access publication from Oxford -and found that the fee was now $3400 to include that essay in the open access version of our book.
The fee-based permissions situation is perhaps the biggest stumbling block to open access republishing. And it is likely to get worse in coming years as corporate publishing houses increasingly buy up the rights to small journals. What can be done, above all on behalf of younger scholars, who may confront a highly corporatized publishing environment in coming years? Sidonie Smith's Manifesto urges humanists to pressure journals to publish work through Creative Commons licenses in which the author retains copyright. Two open access volumes available on the website for the Authors' Alliance offer information on how to keep copyright and how to reacquire it for earlier books. 19 As the example of our collection makes clear, the norms about 'ownership' of one's work in journals, attached only to particular associations or to universities, that applied even a decade ago no longer apply. In short, the new world of academic publishing is becoming less congenial to humanities scholarship.
Permission to Republish Illustrations
Republishing illustrations from earlier work can also be a challenge. All permissions must be solicited again from the artists and/or their representatives, who may have changed over the intervening years. Their fees for publication may now be higher, and some artists' representatives may request to have the page layout for their spreads sent to them before they give permission. Since page layouts are prepared late in the process, this request can delay publication. And there are other pitfalls -for example, if a previously obscure artist has since become famous and her gallery requires a high fee, or if a deceased artist's rights have passed to an estate whose executor refuses to grant permission.
the publishing process for authors
Copy-Editing and Proofing
Copy-editing and proofing were unexpectedly difficult and proved way more time-consuming than we had optimistically anticipated. The content we were working with was, of course, very familiar to us, but still we found much to correct in such areas as styles of bibliography. We also had to write, edit, and proof the new elements developed for the collection, which included a substantive introduction, a full list of acknowledgements of previous publication credits for essays and images, a table of contents, and a dedication. Michigan Publishing, our publisher, tries to keep costs down by doing minimal in-house editing (for what are, for the most part, previously published essays) to enable quick turnaround to publication. Hence, much of the burden of proofing falls to authors.
Although we did not aim for a uniform style of citation in essays published over a twenty-five-year time span, changes had to be made. While some essays had brief endnotes and full lists of works cited, others had elaborate footnotes with sources that had to be moved to endnotes. To save time, we omitted some of the more laborious aspects of collections -our book has no index and no general bibliography. With digital publishing, we reasoned, most users can search a document online and will tend to consult one essay at a time rather than use the book comprehensively. But some aspects of the format had to be regularized, such as the style for titles and subtitles, heads for individual chapters, and the 'look' of illustrations.
Much to our surprise, even in our newly edited copy of the essays, there were still errors that needed fixing for matters such as spelling and punctuation. And what was worse, many vexing little errors had crept in with the outsourced computer typesetting of proofs that required an eagle eye to catch -such as 'widows' and 'orphans,' which split up paragraphs, and the omission or inappropriate inclusion of italics. We came to realize that the expertise of university presses, to which we had been accustomed when publishing books in the analogue era, was a lost luxury. Instead, we had to be the editorial experts. This experience leads me to offer the following suggestions to others considering a project to republish their work:
Learn clearly what the copy-editing process does and does not include, and expect to do much of the editorial labour usually supplied by the staff of an academic press. 2. Develop a style sheet of guidelines to specify how components of the printed book should be treated. (We made decisions as we went along and then had to unmake and rethink some of them.) As the press is in Ann Arbor, Michigan, and the compositor to whom work was outsourced is in Florida, many decisions could not be personally negotiated. Fortunately, Maize has an excellent team that was both flexible and resourceful.
In addition to the work of copy-editing and proofing, the matters of book design, marketing, and evaluation metrics also have to be considered when publishing in multiple formats for global audiences.
Creating a Book Cover and Section Rubrics
While design considerations might not seem part of the process for republished work, a book of essays is much different from single articles. Obviously, an appealing cover image is needed for the book and the flyer advertising it. To keep expenses down, we selected an image no longer in copyright (a self-portrait with mask by German modernist Paula Modersohn-Becker). Several attractive cover design options were provided to us by Elvis, the resident genius at Scribe publishing services in Florida.
In online publishing, the table of contents is a crucial module of information. We realized that ours had to be broken down into units that are topical, wide-ranging, and intelligible to a wide audience. As many of our essays focused on one or a few particular authors, typical of literary essays, we had to reframe the section rubrics to foreground larger concerns raised by each. To avoid writing a new introduction to each essay, we grouped them under six rubrics in narrative and cultural scholarship quite different from our concerns at the time the essays were initially published: 1) Theoretical Frameworks; 2) Everyday Lives and Autobiographical Storytelling; 3) Enabling Concepts; 4) Visualized Lives; 5) Women's Life Writing in the United States; and 6) Global Circuits, Political Formations.
Conceptualizing for the Classroom
If a collection is to attract users in the competitive, fast-changing international market-place that academic publishing has become, the pedagogical and research uses of each essay need to be explicitly stated. We developed a one-page 'how to' guide for using the essays in research projects or course modules. It lists twenty keywords that scholars and instructors can reference for courses, with the chapter numbers of relevant essays given after each keyword. As a pedagogical guide ours is rudimentary, and new series of essays are developing more extensive and clever paths to assist instructors in integrating scholarship into course materials. For example, New York University Press has a new Keywords series of interdisciplinary books, but it still confronts the difficulty that only some previously published essays can be used in open access.
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In order to foreground the larger concepts embedded in our exploration of particular texts, we also co-wrote what we call 'A Personal Introduction' that discusses the range and topics of the essays, situates them in historical and conceptual contexts, and describes how we came to write them. This last personal touch may be a peculiar tic of those working in autobiography studies, and it felt a bit like a 'life review,' although it was satisfying to think about the potential afterlife of our earlier work. One of the benefits of being in charge of the project was, of course, that we could do as we chose, at whatever length, as long as the per-page expense could be covered.
Choosing Format
Let me also offer a technical piece of advice for books that are offered in online access. According to our editor Jason Colman, what circulates with all Maize Books is a full-text HTML copy of the book, not a PDF. Under a Creative Commons license, copying such work for noncommercial purposes, such as classroom and research, is allowed. Of course a downside is that people can simply print out their own copies if they desire, although they must contact the publisher for permission if they want to make a course pack or otherwise sell the work. When I asked our savvy editor about illegal use, such as printing and selling pirated copies of a book, he responded that it is apparently far more common for a PDF to be pirated than an HTML book. 21 In addition to supplying a modicum of security, keeping a book in HTML makes it more accessible for the print-disabled, as HTML works well with screen readers and PDF often does not.
Optimizing Marketing
Other considerations about the publishing process concern questions that are usually dealt with by the marketing department at a press but that are crucial to thinking about how to optimize the value of work published in open access. Not only in its preparation of books but also in their marketing and circulation, Maize Books deviates from customary academic practice. Books are not sold by Michigan Publishing but are offered directly via Amazon and local bookstores. But as many academic presses now do, given budget constraints, the press asked us to circulate the book blurb we wrote to listservs and to use social media for proactively circulating information about it. In the larger realm of academic publishing, the affordances of online marketing are generating new requirements that will reshape how scholars conceive their future books. And the message to authors is that they now must work to publicize their own products.
Some of the venues we used for our collection were conventional. The printed book was displayed at the 2017 Modern Language Association conference, and a copy of the book or flyers for it will be available at future conferences on life writing. We posted about the book on the listserv of the International Auto/Biography Association, as well as our Academia.edu home pages, with a PDF that includes the press flyer, table of contents, and pedagogical guide; we may get around to posting it on our Facebook pages. And we will circulate the book to journals in our field for review.
Other forms of marketing, however, have emerged with digital publishing. Maize Books promotes the book with a blog post and a tweet and suggests that we retweet the message, using our own Twitter feeds, and that we link our personal websites by way of the book summary and blurbs to the Maize website and to the book on Amazon. We were encouraged to set up Amazon author profiles to improve search placement and connection with our readers. The press also recommended tying the book to our email signatures by linking its title to the press website.
Finally, Maize Books will maintain oversight of sales by using Google Analytics to track reader counts and social media activity via Altmetric, which includes Twitter, Facebook, Mendeley, blogs, and so on, and summarizes use by geographic and demographic data.
22 While evaluation was not our concern, it often is for faculty publishing in open access at a moment when universities are increasingly turning to quantitative metrics to evaluate work, for which data analytics form a basis. As Sidonie Smith notes, now when academic scholars are evaluated for promotion, the question may shift from 'What have you published?' to 'How have you been communicating your work?' 23 conclusion In sum, our aim in republishing a group of our essays and introductions was to keep them in life-writing conversations within narrative, feminist, and cultural studies contexts. While it remains to be seen if such a collection will garner reviews and draw new audiences, it was satisfying to revisit, reread, and group our decades of past work in relation to that of others in a developing field -and, more than once, to marvel at the energy and commitment to inquiry that marked those years. I also learned a great deal along the way about how profoundly academic publishing has changed and what, in the way of both challenges and opportunities, now awaits scholars of the humanities.
What if you, reader of this essay, want to republish your earlier articles but lack the institutional support to cover the cost of permissions and the labour of scanning and proofing essays for a volume of your collected essays? Or, alternatively, you lack the resources to purchase the open access rights for each new essay you publish? As my essay suggests, permissions can be a substantial expense, one that colleges and universities often do not subvent. Many scholars, including me, have Academia.edu webpages that list our essays, with PDFs as permissible; but we still confront the barrier to open access posed by corporate publishers that is increasingly becoming the norm. Copyright laws are strict, and the prosecution of scholars who illegally circulate work that they do not own is a genuine threat, although I do not know international law on this point.
While I do not have a solution to these issues, I would urge scholars to open conversations with their school's librarians about sources of funding to underwrite at least some aspects of open access republishing. We can only hope that scanning software improves so that the labour of reformatting previously published work will be less onerous; it will in any case be less difficult with more recent essays using later versions of Word.
Another concern of my essay, the labour now expected of scholars to help advertise their academic volumes, is already becoming the norm. Book publishers are now making extensive use of metadata in marketing, such as those publishers who are part of the University Press Scholarship Online (UPSO) publishing platform hosted by Oxford University Press.
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UPSO, an academic subscription service for academic libraries, is a discipline-based website providing access to a fully indexed and crosssearchable online library of thousands of books from multiple university presses. Nineteen major academic presses in the United States and the United Kingdom now instruct authors on how to prepare their books for online marketing based on the Oxford requirements. Authors must draw up targeted abstracts and keywords (i.e., metadata) not only for their books but also for each chapter thereof. UPSO is constructing a new platform to enable users to call up scholarly publications rapidly by searching such platforms as Google and Amazon, with search results for books and for specific chapters that are relevant to a searcher's needs. Ultimately, individual chapters may be sold piecemeal in the future.
At this time, admittedly, the barriers to republishing an open access collection of one's essays are considerable. We were able to accomplish what we thought of as our 'legacy' book because Sidonie had a substantial research fund, a staff and graduate assistants, and the superb editorial support of Maize Books as a proprietary venue, while I, having just retired, had time and an eagle eye. And we have collaborated for nearly three decades. A volume a third the size of our 'brick' could be a less formidable undertaking, particularly if the essays included were published with academically owned rather than corporate publishers. As long as universities require publication in refereed journals with restricted online access for promotion (and I support some versions of that requirement), scholars confront a challenging situation for their own republication. I can, however, assure readers that the satisfaction of having some of one's past work available worldwide -to universities and libraries in Eastern Europe, Africa, India, China, and other places where it is not readily available -and free in open access is worth expending the effort. 
